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Abstract

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) relies on its member states to assist with
recruiting qualified individuals for positions within the IAEA’s secretariat. It is important that
persons within and outside the U.S. nuclear and safeguards industries become aware of career
opportunities available at the IAEA and ifiormed about important vacancies. The IAEA has
established an impressive web page to advertise opportunities for employment. However,
additional effort is necessary to ensure that there is sufficient awareness in the United States of
these opportunities, and assistance for persons interested in taking positions at the IAEA.

In 1998, the Subgroup on Stieguards Technical Support (SSTS) approved a special task under the
U.S. Support Program to IAEA Safeguards (USSP) for improving U.S. efforts to identi~ qualified
candidates for vacancies in IAEA’s Department of Safeguards. The International Safeguards
Project OffIce (ISPO) developed a plan that includes increased advertising, development of a web
page to support U.S. recruitment efforts, feedback from the U.S. Mission in Vienn~ and interaction
with other recruitment services provided by U. S. professional organizations. The main purpose of
this effort is to educate U.S. citizens about opportunities at the IAEA so that qualified candidates
can be identified for the IAEA’s consideration.

Introduction

In 1998, the Subgroup on Stieguards Technical Support approved a program for strengthening U.S.
efforts in recruiting people to fill vacancies in the IAEA’s Department of Safeguards. The
International Safeguards Project Office (ISPO) and the Office of Scientific Personnel (OSP) at
Brookhaven National Laboratory (13NL)manage the program. A separate program managed by
Argonne National Laboratory focuses on recruitment for non-safeguards vacancies.

The objectives of the recruitment program are 1) to provide a coordinated mechanism for \ ‘ ‘“*]~~,:/r.. ““y+
recruitment, 2) to increase awareness within the United States of employment opportunities
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available at the IAEA 3) to bring well-qualified U. S. candidates for key safeguards positions to
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attention of the IAE~ and ultimately 4) to increase U. S..representation at the IAEA.
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The program was started in late 1998. ISPO and OSP developed a list of activities to meet thes \ .-9
“~ ~

3’ j
,objectives. To date, accomplishments include establishing a recruitment Web page, identi~in ,~ ~ ?~ r 1:

points-of-contact at U.S. national laboratories, and selecting an advertising strategy.
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Both the performance-based and risk-informed
approach heavily rely on plant data. A separate overall
evaluationwas made of currentplant data to suppoti plant-
specificapplicationsof the risk-informedand petiormance-
based requirements.a The results indicate that current
databases onfim events couldsuppottgeneric fire-riskand
performance evaluation, but cannot fully suppott a plant-
specificevaluation. An approach is proposedthat usesthe
findingsfrom plant-specific inspectionsto tailor the generic
evaluation to plant-specific issues. The paper does not
propose any specific process for implementing risk-
informed and performance-based fire- protection require-
ments. Instead, itdiscussesthe currentmethodologiesand
their potential limitationsto determine the properscope of
applications using current state-of-art technology for such
requirements.

SURVEILLANCE CASE STUDY

Surveillance intetvals used in nuclear powerplantsare
similar to those specified in the relevant National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA) consensus guidelines or
standatis which are arrived at by groupsof expetis, based
on their experience. Suweillance of fire-protectionequip
ment and installations is specified to occur frequently
enough so that the equipment is’likely to be in operable
conditionwhen the need arises (an accidental fire). The
impact of surveillance frequency on the performance
(reliability)of standby mmponents has been the subject of
many reliability analyses (NUREG/CR-5775).@) In a
performance-based approach, the change in the equip
ment’s reliability or performance due to a change in the
suweillance interval ispredictedthroughstandardreliability
techniques. The resulting reliabilities are used in a risk-
informedmodel (PRAs) to assesssurveillanceintewalsthat
are more relaxed but, at the same time, have a marginal
impact on safety. However, this approach requires
engineering informationon the types and the extent of the
faultsdetectable bythe surveillance (iiseffectiveness), and
the probabilities or the failure rates associated with the
occurrence of such faults.

battery. The fraction of failuresand, therefore, the cost for
replacing and testing them, can be significantlyreduced if
the duration of the test is reduced from 8 to 5 hours.
Certain types of batteries, such as lead-calcium batteries,
are known to have a much shorter lifetime if they are
frequently discharged. The rated durations of all types of
batteries are a strong funtiion of temperature. The rated
duration or the rated capacity is defined by the ampere-
hour capacity assigned to a lead storage cell by its
manufacturer for a given discharge time, at a specified
electrolyte temperature (typically 25”C) and a specific
gravity, to a given end-ofdischarge voltage. The batteries
usually are designed with some safety margin (about 25
percent); that is, an 8-hour-rated battery, when equalized
and new, may have a mean discharge time of about 10
hours. However, when the battery goes through a full
discharge,the rated capacity will drop pmpofiionally to the
number of discharges.

A probabilistic model and mmputer code was
developed to simulate the reliability of emergency lights
that have X-hour rated batteries, and are required to
operate for Y-hours under an emergency, and are
periodicallyendurance-tested for Z-hours (where X, Y, and
Z can be variables). The computer code alsocan track and
evaluate the effect of temperature on the estimated
reliability. Therefore, it can differentiate between the
reliabilityof outdoorlightsexposedto varyingtemperatures
vs. that of indoorlights in a controlledenvironment. Using
typical values for model parameters, the reliability of
emergency lights were evaluated under many different
cases and surveillance strategies. Figure-1 is an example
of the results generated by the code on the reliability of
eme~ency lightsto operate for 8 hourswhen tested for 8
hours annually. The ability of the method to e~lmate the
failure probability for an emergency light based on its
surveillance history and design specifications would be
useful in nsk-infomnedand performance-based evaluation.
Furthermore, the results support the idea of reducing the
duration of the endurance test but leaving the test intetval
unchanged. The study shows such a modification in
swveillance strategywould have a marginalimpacton risk

A somewhat different suweillance issue related to the and could avoid th=-unnecessary cost of repla-&ement.

emergency lights was the subject of this study. There are
emergency l~hting units with at least an 8-hour battety-
DowerSUDDIYin U.S. dants in all areas needed to operate CASE STUDY ON 72 HOURS TO COLD SHUTDOWN

&fe shut-downequipment, and in the access and egress Nuclear power plants in the United States are required
routesthereto. to achieve cold shutdownwithin 72 hoursafter a fire. This

impliesthat for eve~ fire-area, plants have an undamaged
Emergency lights are tested annually for a full 8-hour train of cold shutdownsystems or that any firedamage can

rating. Many of these lights (about 30 to 50 percent) be repairedquickly. The LaSalle plant is a typical example.
typically fail during the test after 6 to 8 hours. The In the LaSalle probabili~lc risk assessment (PRA)(4)
dominant mechanism is reportedto be the depletionof the
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Figure-1: Reliabilityof battery-operatedemergencylights as a function of numberof full dischargetests

(NUREG/CR-4832, Vol. 9), nofire- areas containbothRHR
(ResidualHeat Removal) trains. Additionalrandomfailures
of the undamaged RHR train generally are required to
cause core damage.

To illustratethe approach, the LaSalle PRA analysisof
fire-area AC (an area located inthe auxilia~ building)was
used as a surrogate. Fire-area AC isthe cable shaft room
adjacent to the Unit 2, Division 2 essential switchgear
room, and is located in the auxiliaty building. This case
study postulates that fire-area AC contains equipment
associated with both trains of RHR. The postulated
damage in fire-area AC is extensive, and it will take more
than 72 hoursto restore one RHR train. One option is to
remove one RHR train from area AC, or to protect it. The
alternative option is to allow the plant to reach cold
shutdownin a longer period, so that damaged cablescould
be repaired.

The fire analysis is adapted directly from the LaSalle
fire PRA. The probabilityof a significantfire in fire-areaAC
oan be represented by

@AC = ‘AUX fm Q ‘AC fs (1)

where

@AC =

AAUX =

f*~ =

Q=

fAC =

f~ =

probabilityof a significantfire in fire-area AC
auxiliaty building’sfire frequency

area ratio of fire-area AC to that of the auxilia~
building

probability that the fire will not be manually
suppressed before the critical fire-induced
damage occurs

area ratiowithinfire-area AC where a significant
fire can damage the critical components

severity ratio for a significant fire

The LaSalle fire-modeling determined that a small fire
anywhere in fire-area AC oan propagate and cause all
critioal cabling to fail. Therefore, the room-specific area
(f.~ and severity ratio (fs) tecrnsare 1.0.

Similarly,very little credit can be taken for manual fire-
suppressionbecauseofthe comparativelyshorttime before
criticaldamageoccurs. A large fire in this area would result
in loss of both RHR trains, neither of which could be
repaired within 72 hours; this could lead to an accident
scenario that eventually can end up in core damage.
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Therefore, the Core Damage Frequency (CDF) contribution
of this scenario was estimated to be 5.4E-7 per year (i.e.
the value estimated for &in Equation-l).

The alternative approach assumes that fire-area AC
continuesto mntain cables and equipment for RHR trains
A and B. Afire is postulatedthat couldextensively damage
both RHR trains. The damage cannot be repaired in time
to restore safe shutdown capability within 72 hours; it will
take about 200 hoursto repair one RHR train. Operating
the PCS (Power Conversion System) to coolthe corewhile
the extended repair is taking place was considered as an
alternative approach. To illustrate it, the LaSalle PRA
analysis of fire area AC again is used as a surrogate. For
this evaluation additional fire-induced failures were
postulatedto disable both cold shutdowntrains.

From a PRA perspective, the alternative approach
presentstwo modeling challenges. First, the successend-
states for the event trees in current PRAs represent cases
where pnmaiy invento~ and core cooling are maintained
typically for about 24 hours. This is not necessarily cold
shutdown. The assumption is that if core damage can be
avoided for this period, a quasi-stable configuration is
reached. The alternative approach considersmuch longer
missiontimes, based on plant-specific considerationsand
accident sequences. One successful end-state is cold
shutdown after repairing one RHR train. This process is
estimated to require 200 hoursto reach coldshutdown. An
alternative successpath considerslonger-termoperationof
the power convemion system (PCS), resulting in stable
shutdown at 400 hours. Second, many alternative
approaches can be expected to emphasize the operator’s
action. Inthis instance,the operator’sactionsto reestablish
the condenser and to recover one train of RHR are critical
issues. To accurately estimate the likelihood of success
andto minimize uncertainty,detailed plant-specific human-
reliability analyses are required. For this case study,
however, conservative estimates of failure were used for
these restorations.

To assess this alternative, the typical PRA must be
reevaluated and extended to accurately capture potential
systemsinteradlons and importantoperator%actions. This
case study used simplifyhg assumptions and focused on
the long-term PCS operations. A plant-specificanalysis is
necessary to examine the plant’s capability, system inter-
locks, procedures, and operators’ actions. Furthermore,
this study examined the alternative of reestablishingthe
condenser for Iong-term removal of decay-heat to allow
sufficienttime to repair one train of RHR shutdowncooling.
In accmlance with the definition of stable shutdown, long-
tenn operation of the PCS or continued RPV ( Reactor

PressureVessel) injetilon after containmentfailure are also
consideredsuccesses.

This case study demonstrated the feasibility of using
mean ACDF as a tool towards evaluating the safety”
equivalence of an alternative approach to a prescriptive
requirement.Other mnsiderations includethe assumptions,
modelinglimitations,and sourcesof uncertaintyassociated
with key events for both the prescriptive-compliancecase
and the alternative approach. These cautions notwith-
standing, a probabilistic approach provides a consistent
framework in which to identify key issues, examine
sensitivities, and evaluate the safety-equivalence of an
alternative approach to a prescriptive requirement.

LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT PRA METHODOLOGIES

Implementation of risk-informed and performance-
based approaches to fire safety at nuclear power plants
relies heavily on the fire probabili<lc risk assessment
(PRA). Afire PRA usesthe internalevent PRA modelsand
data, and also includesthree additional analyses modules:
1) Fire Data Analysis, 2) Fire Propagationand Suppression
Modeling, and 3) Fire Impact Evaluation. The following
issueswere identified for each of the three modules based
on a comprehensive review of currentstate-of-art fim PRA
methodologies.

1. Fire-Related Data Issues

Initiating Fire Frequency. The sources of initiating
fires in nuclear power plants vary: cable fire, oil fire,
transient fire, and cabinet fire. Experience from past fires
show large variability in a fire’s heat-release rate even for
the same type of sourge. Therefore, it would be important
to define what is meant by the initiating fire. What is a
minimum size of fire which would be considered
challenging enough to be munted for e~lmating fire
frequency and modeling a fire PRA. The minimum size of
challengingfire depends on the scope and level of detail in
fire PRA models. The initiating size of the fire should
define the initial conditions upon which the fire PRA
modeling is built. If the fire PRA models incJudethe top
level fire-protection features, such as barriers, automatic
suppression,and manual fire-fighting then the challenging
fires shouldbe defined as those tiresthat have defeated all
lower level protection features, such as combustible
control,fire watch, and electrical protectionby breakersand
fuses. The frequency of challenging fires then could be
estimated byconsultingthe currentfire-eventdatabases.w
There are some issues relating to the insistency of data-
bases; however, this topics was addressed previously.m
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Equipment-based initiating frequency estimated for
challengingfires will be generic ones, and will not address
the plant-specificprotectionfeatures and activities. These
lower level fire-protection activities and features are
monitored by the plant inspection, and by perforrnance-
based monitoring. They are the main reason that
precursorsto challengingfires do not become major fires.
A systematic approach using fire-scenario event trees
basedonlowlevel fire-protectiondesignsand activitieswas
introducedin reference 2. This approach could be usedto
incorporate the inspection findings and performance
informationfor a plant-specificestimation of the initiating
fire frequencies.

Reliability, ResDonse, and Effectiveness of Detec-
tion and Suppression. Automatic detection and sup
pressionsystems have been backfitted in nuclear power
plants, but, in some cases, automatic fire-detectors and
suppressionheads may be obstructedby structures,such
as cable trays, piping,and ducts. The effectof obstructions
onthe effectivenessofthese automaticfeatures isa source
of uncertainty.

The reliabilityand effectiveness of automaticdetection-
and suppression-systems should be differentiated.
Reliability basically deals with the probability that the
component is not failed, whereas effectiveness deals with
the probabilitythat the componentsuccessfullyperformsits
expected function. The above issue relates to effective-
ness of the automatic fire-detection and suppression
systems. The responsetime of fire detectorsis affected by
the existence of the obstructions.Since firestypicallygrow
exponentially, the slowerthe detector’sresponse-time,the
largerwould be the size of the fire at the time of detection;
so early detection is very important. It would be important
to examine the capability of current codes to estimate the
timing of the detector’s response.

The case of obstructionshigher in the compartment,
such as a cabletray near the ceiling, may have less impact
since additional mixing with surrounding air would take
place higher up. It should be noted that none of these
effects, obstructionsin the plume, hot layer, or ceilingjets
can be addressed by zone models alone.

The suppression system’s effectiveness would be
impacted by the water droplets hitting an obstructionand
not bouncing off, leaving a hole in the spray pattern. If
more than one sprinkler were atilvated, the hole in the
spray pattern might be filled in somewhat. It is well known
that sprinklerscannot put out a fire that is burningbelow a
low barrier.

‘Capturing all of the above information in the data
estimation is a difficult task. Plant-specific walk downs
made as a part of fire PRA activities should focus on
identifyingthe above vulnerabilities.

2. Fire-Modelina Issues

Heat-Release Rate. The heat-release rate of a fire
source is a complex physical phenomenon, and given the
current state-of-the-art modeling techniques, large
uncertaintiesare expected to be associatedwiththe code’s
prediction. Typically, a simplified bounding estimation
using a surface-controlled burning-rate model has been
utilized in computer codes, such as COMPBRN,(lOJto
ensure a conservative estimation of the fire impact.
Because of the conservatismof such modeling, there may
be cases where the heat-release rate is significantlyover-
predicted. In these cases, the peak heat-release rates and
the associated ranges of vatiation (uncertainty) may be
subjectively determined in light of past occurrencesof fire
or fire tests and used as inputto the code.

Plume Model. The plumealgorithminthe COMPBRN
fire model is based upon the work done by Zukowski, in
which the mass flux into the plume depends on its height
above the fire and the burner’sdiameter. The heat-release
rate of the fire is excluded as a factor. This is a different
approach and will yield different results(-20Yo) than those
obtained from the McCaffrey plume-algorithm used in
CFAST,(il) where the calculation of mass flux is based on
heat-release rate and its height above the fire. The
burner’sdiameter is excluded as a variable in calculating
plume entrainment in the McCaffrey algorithm. Measure-
ments have shown that in a high atrium or large aircraft-
hanger its omission can cause errors of a factor of 2; but
these are areas that are about 60 meters high. For typical
areas in nuclear power plants we expect the errors to be
significantlyless than 50%. The uncertaintiesassociated
with semi-empirical plume models and with the variability
of basic model parameters are not as significant as the
uncertaintiesassociatedwiththe source’sheat-release rate.

Model for Compartment(s~. Another source of
uncertainty is related to the number of compartments
analyzed by the model and the compartmental geometry
used in the experimental validation. The COMPBRN code
is a single-room model that assumes a small (prefiash-
over) fire ina large compartment,where CFAST is a multi-
room model (15 max), based on experiments conductedin
small rooms. Currently, fire PRAs do not consider fire
propagationacrossfire-rated structuralbarriersand seals.
PRAs assumethat probabilityof suchevents are negligible,
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considering the lame size of, and the slow burning
materials (cables) in, the compatiments of nuclear power
plants. PRA analysts sometimes considerthe transportof
heat and smoke across compartments as a result of
damper failures, especially if smoke-sensitiveequipment is
in the adjacent room.

Effects of Ventilation. Another limitationand reason
for uncwtainty is the effects of mechanical ventilation.
Most fire-models cannot accurately predict the effects of
mechanical ventilation on fire development and the
corresponding effects on the fire compartment(s) and
contents. Both CFAST and COMPBRN have this feature,
but experimental validation is lacking. In mntrast to
COMPBRN, where vent flow is calculated using empirical
equations, CFAST uses Bernoulli’ssolutionfor the velocity
equation. This solutionisaugmented for restrictedopening
byan empiricallybased flow-coefficient. Forced ventilation
is treated as constant flow-rate in COMPBRN, whereas in
CFAST, the forced-ventilation mass-flow rate vanes with
the square rootof the pressuredrop. Nuctearpower plants
in the United States are typically multi-room, windowless
stmtures of various sizes and are provided exclusively
with forced-ventilation systems. Neither COMPBRN nor
CFAST are experimentally validated for such configura-
tions.

Structural Coolirw Effect. A considerable cooling
effect can come from the masses of cable trays, ventilation
ducts, and piping in the upper pafi of compartments in
nuctear power plants. None of the zone models (except,
perhapsthe French codes) have the abilityto calculate the
heat transfer by convection from the gas in the hot layerto
these structures. So, the gas inthe hot layer would actually
be much cooler than calculated. if fietd modelswere used
instead of zone models, predicthg the plume, and the
upper layers’ characteristicswould improve dramatically;
the processes involving thermal radiation would be more
difficuttto handle in a field model, however.

3. Issues in Evaluating the Fire’s Impact

Analvsis of Electrical Faults. The effect of fire on
electrical (Power, Control, and Instrumentation)cables and
cabinets and the ensuing system faults could vary
significantly, depending on electrical design. This could
cause equipment to either trip if running, or spuriously
actuate if in standby. The fault could propagate either
directlybecause of fire propagation,or indirectlythroughan
electrical connection or common enclosure. This issue is
knownas associated circuitand has been a major pati of a
fire-impactevaluation. Currently,therenoproceduralguide

for performing such analysis in support of a fire PRA;
therefore, there are wide discrepancies among the various
fire PRAs reviewed. Currently, the DOE repmt on Reactor
Core Protection Evaluation Methodology(la (RCPEM) and
the IAEA guide(13)for fire-risk analysis are the two
documents that could provide such guidance.

Threshold for Ecaui~ment-Damaae Criteria. Failures
of equipment exposed to the harsh environment of a fire
and itssubsequentsuppressionare typicallydetermined by
a threshold value of an appropriate parameter. This
threshold value is referred to as the equipment
damageability criteria. As an example, a thresholdsurface-
temperature isusuallymnsidered as a damage criterionfor
cables. Relative humidityand smoke concentrationmay be
suitable criteria for small electric equipment, such as
relays.

Establishing damage criteria is a complex process.
Equipment exposed to the thermal environment of a fire
may fail either temporarily or permanently. For example,
an electronic circuit may temporarily fail (not respond or
respond incorrectly) when exposed to high temperature;
however, it may recover when the temperature drops. The
failure criteria for equipment also depends on its funtiion.
Thus, a small insulation-leakage current can cause an
instrument cable to fail, whereas the same amount of
leakage in a power cable could be non-consequential.

Due to the above difficulties, the damage criteria
typically used in PRAs are uncwtain. This uncertainty
would be directlyreflected inthe fire-PRA results,sincethe
damage criteria are used to determine the time available
for successful suppression. Systematic evaluation of
damage criteria for various equipment in nuclear power
plants could reduce PRA uncertainties.

Effect of Smoke on EcIuiDment. Afire that is started
in one zone mightpropagatesmoke to otherzones andwith
it, the potential for additional damage to equipment.
Currently, fire PRAs do not comprehensively treat the
questionof smoke propagationto other areas and itseffect
on the operabilityof components. The extent to which the
issue is addressed depends on the analyst, and if
addressed, it is typically assessed qualitatively. Some
preliminary work was done on evaluating the impact on
smoke on electricallelectroniccirwits.(14’1~

The computer code CFAST can calwlate the smoke’s
concentration and its propagation from one room to
another. This feature of the code was not studied as a part
of this report and will be explored in future.



The impact of smoke on the equipment has not been
systematicallystudied. Heavy reliance has been placed on
isolatingthe ventilation ducts by closingthe dampers. The
current general understanding on this issue is described
below

1.

2.

3.

Smoke causes corrosion, depending on what is in it,
like HCL from burningPVC insulation;butthis process
takestime. A littlesmoke was shownto cause damage
days later if the relative humidity is 70% or higher.
Navy expedience demonstrated that affected equip
ment can be cleaned by a forceful stream of water
containing a non-ionic detergent, followed by a rinse
with distilledwater and dryingbefore corrosionoccurs.

Smoke also can damage electronic equipment,
especially computer boards and power supplies. The
extent of the damage may be stronglyaffected by the
force ofthe fan coolingthe electronicequipmentwhich
can introducelarge amountsofsmoke intothe housing.

Smoke also can imRactthe operation of relavs in the
relay cabinet by depositingsoot on the conta~ points.
Again, the forced cooling of the relay panel can
exacerbate the situation.

Even though some events which have been observed
in various industries constitute the bases of the above
statements, the authors are not aware of any detailed
testing and test results. For the purpose of fire PRAs,
some conservative engineeringjudgments may be madeto
addressthe above issues.

Effect of Fire on Human Actions. Duringa fire some
local manual actuations requiredto bringthe plant to safe
or stable shutdown may become more difficult since the
operator’saccessto the local areas maybe affected bythe
initiatingfire. In addition, the visibility, the availability of
emergency lights, and communication may become
problematic. Current PRAs. could benefit from more
attentionto these problems.

4. Uncertainties and Biases

The issues of uncertainty and evaluation in risk and
reliability modeling have been studied more extensively
than uncetiainties associatedwithfiremodeling. Many fire-
protectionrequirementsmay be evaluated withoutthe need
for fire modeling (e.g., surveillance issues and system
issues). For these cases, the issue of uncertainty can be
formallyaddressedandincorporatedinthe decision-making

process. In other cases where evaluating the requirement
necessitates using fire modeling, the potion of fire
modeling that predicts the fire’s heat-release rate was
differentiated from the portion that predicts the thermal
environment; There are larger uncertainty ranges asso-
ciated with the predicted heat-release rate than with the
thermal environment. The former is the driving force for
the plume-massflow-rate, the ceilingjet’stemperature, and
finally, the hot-layertemperature which is driven by energy
balance. The fire’s heat-release rate depends on the initial
size of the fire, the growth of fire by propagation and
ignition of additional combustibles, and the heat-release
rate from them. Current computer codes are judged to
performsoundanalysesofthermal environment,and some
may carry out a formal uncertainty evaluation. On the
basis of the case studies performed, the”CFAST code
performsbetter in predictingthe fire’sthermal environment
than do other codes. On the other hand, current codes
eitherdo not model the source-fire’sheat-release rate ordo
a poorjob in predictingit. In any case, knowingthe current
state-of-the-art, the heat-release rate ofthe fire sourcemay
be best estimated conservatively by using simplified
engineering evaluation, subjective judgment,” and
extrapolatingfrom actual fire events or fire tests.
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